
Those born after 1965 may not have heard of Herman Hollerith,
but many aspects of modern life once bore his stamp. Herman
Hollerith invented the IBM card, and arguably, he invented

IBM too. Throughout the eighties and into the nineties, consumers were
accustomed to receiving utility bills, government checks, college regis-
tration forms, parking tickets and many other types of business docu-
ments printed on thin cardstock cards the size of a business envelope.

COMPUTING IN THE EIGHTIES

In 1980, almost every computer had a card reader. Card readers would
read hundreds of cards per minute, detecting the encoded holes and storing
the resulting data in memory or on magnetic tape. Billions of Hollerith
cards were manufactured each year, and they had many more uses than just
bearing ones’ gas company balance through the mail. Virtually all com-
puter programming ended up on card decks, or sequences of cards. As the
gold standard for programming at the time was the verbose language
COBOL, a card deck might consist of hundreds or thousands or even tens
of thousands of IBM cards. These tall stacks of cards fitted neatly into long
low cardboard boxes designed for the purpose and would be piled onto the
hopper of the card reader at the appropriate time. Woe upon any person in
the computer room who caused one of these decks to be dumped onto the
floor in disorder, because hours or days of work would be needed to put the
cards back into exactly their original order. Any cards lost, bent, torn, sta-
pled, spindled or mutilated would have to be recreated on a keypunch
machine before the card deck could be fed through the card reader again.

IBM cards became so ubiquitous that the phrase “do not fold, spindle
or mutilate” joined the language for a time. It was printed on every IBM
card, and came to symbolize the depersonalized nature of society, that is,
until the massive deployment of personal computers personalized it again.
Programming a virus and storing it on cards would have been ridiculous,
but even in the sixties and seventies, people had ways of expressing their
individuality. Some made a personal policy of protest to staple every util-
ity bill they received before putting it into the envelope to mail.

HERMAN

It took a long time for Hollerith cards to saturate society. Herman
Hollerith was born in 1860 in Buffalo, NY. His German parents had
lived in the states for twelve years at the time. He did not do well in
school as a child, and ended up being privately tutored by the family
minister. Hollerith went on to attend the Columbia School of Mines,
graduating with honors in 1879. He became a graduate assistant to one

of his professors, Dr. Trowbridge, and the two worked on the 1880 cen-
sus together. They conceived the idea of encoding census statistics on
punched cards to facilitate tabulation of the census.

This was the principle upon which the Jacquard loom was programmed
with different patterns, assigning different warps and woofs to weave. It was
also the means for programming the Babbage Analytical Engine some sev-
enty years earlier. The plan was that a locomotive engine would power the
Babbage Analytical Engine. It was never completed though, in part because
the standardization of parts had not yet been invented. By Hollerith’s time,
parts could be manufactured identically and interchangeably.

A GOOD BUSINESS DECISION

Hollerith spent a short time teaching mechanical engineering at MIT
and then moved from Boston to Washington DC to work for the U.S.
Patent Office. At the same time he applied for his first patent, protect-
ing the principle of encoding data on punched cards, to be read later by
electronic means.

THE FIRST HOLLERITH CARDS

The first cards were punched by hand, using punches adapted
from the hand punches used by trolley ticket takers of the time. The
first card readers situated thin wire pins above each possible hole
position. The card was aligned and then a handle was pulled down,
pressing the matrix of wire contacts against the card. Each wire that
aligned with a hole would go through the hole to make contact with
a tiny pool of mercury, completing a circuit. When the circuit was
closed, it caused a corresponding meter on a console above to be
advanced by one unit.

BIG POCKETS

After very successful trial runs in a small New Jersey town and then
in New York City, Hollerith’s system was adopted to assist in the 1890
US Census. Punching machines and card readers were redesigned for
manufacture. Pratt & Whitney designed a simple keypunch keyboard,
similar in appearance to a mechanical typewriter, and Western Electric
made card readers. Both went into production.

The Hollerith Electric Tabulating System was a hit. Tabulating the
1890 census took three months instead of the expected two years, for
an overall savings of $5 million, and foreign countries clamored for the
chance to be next.
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The business was successful, and Hollerith made a name for himself.
MIT awarded him a PhD in engineering. He was showered with hon-
ors, awards and requests for appearances and lectures. He developed a
card sorter and an automated card feeder.

A SUDDEN DOWNTURN

Hollerith had the market by the throat, or so he thought. His prices
skyrocketed so much that after the 1900 census, the government under-
took to design their own counting system. The new design was superior
to Hollerith’s, and Hollerith lost the contract. The inventor of the new
system left the employ of the census bureau and started his own tabulat-
ing company.

After a merger, Hollerith Tabulating Machine Company became the
Computer Tabulating Recorder (CTR) Company in 1911. Hollerith con-
sulted with the new company until his retirement in 1921, but his contri-
bution to the field of data processing was complete.

THE BIRTH OF CTR

It is interesting that the newly merged company was named the
Computer Tabulating Recorder Company, as electronic computers
had not yet been invented and the word computer was not in general
usage. In 1914 CTR hired a forty-year-old salesman from National
Cash Register Corp, despite his past conviction for illegal sales
practices. But the conviction had been reversed on appeal and in
1915 Thomas J. Watson became president of CTR. By 1924, Watson
had formulated a new company motto “Think” and during another
merger, changed the name of the firm again. The new company was
International Business Machines (IBM).

In 1952, IBM owned over 90% of the cardpunch readers in the US,
and the federal government filed a civil anti-trust lawsuit against
them. Thomas J. Watson was in charge. His son, Thomas J. Watson,
Jr, would take the reins in 1956 upon the death of his father.  

NaSPA member Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training
and field service in Orange County, CA. He can be reached at
JimRue@CalTrainer.com
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